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Payment management platform

OnlineCheckWriter.com is breaking new

ground with its diverse and dependable

payment services.

TYLER, TEXAS, UNITED STATES, June 9,

2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

OnlineCheckWriter.com, powered by

ZilMoney, a leading payment

management platform, recently

announced its comprehensive solution for Plastiq customers affected by the recent bankruptcy

filing of the San Francisco-based lending and payments startup. OnlineCheckWriter.com

provides a robust alternative for businesses seeking efficient and reliable payment management

services, allowing them to seamlessly transition their payment processes and continue their

operations smoothly.

Plastiq's bankruptcy filing under Chapter 11 of the federal bankruptcy code has left numerous

small businesses searching for a reliable alternative to handle their payment needs. Plastiq's

financial struggles, including missed interest payments and outstanding debts to various

companies, have created uncertainty and prompted the need for a stable payment management

platform.

OnlineCheckWriter.com, powered by ZilMoney, emerges as the ideal solution, offering a wide

range of services to businesses of all sizes. With its user-friendly interface and commitment to

meeting the payment management needs of every business owner, the platform enables users

to spend less time managing payments and more time focusing on growing their business.

By leveraging OnlineCheckWriter.com powered by ZilMoney, Plastiq customers can continue

enjoying the convenience and benefits they were accustomed to. The platform allows businesses

to pay vendors with their credit cards, even if they do not accept card payments. Rent, taxes,

payroll, insurance, and other business expenses can be easily paid using credit cards through

OnlineCheckWriter.com, while the vendors receive payments in the form of checks, ACH, or wire

transfers. This innovative approach ensures that businesses can maintain their cash flow and

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://onlinecheckwriter.com/pay-by-credit-card/


earn valuable card rewards for transactions that previously did not accept cards.

Furthermore, OnlineCheckWriter.com, powered by ZilMoney, offers enhanced cash flow

management by allowing users to cover expenses with their credit cards, freeing up valuable

resources. Early payment discounts can be captured from vendors while earning rewards on

credit card transactions that were previously not possible. With multiple payment options

available, including credit, debit, ACH, and wire transfers, businesses have full control and

visibility over their payment processes, taking their payment management to the next level.

With over 700,000 trusted business customers already utilizing the ZilMoney platform,

OnlineCheckWriter.com offers a reliable, secure, and efficient solution for businesses seeking a

seamless transition from Plastiq. The platform's foundation, developed by Zil founder and CEO

Sabeer Nelli to overcome his own payment management challenges, ensures a high-quality and

tailored user experience.

OnlineCheckWriter.com, powered by ZilMoney, is poised to revolutionize payment management

for growing businesses, providing a comprehensive solution that prioritizes efficiency,

convenience, and financial growth.

For more information, be sure to visit www.OnlineCheckWriter.com.
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